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Why MegaJoule.org? 
  There are lots of energy 

analysts (like us) who 
spend a lot of time 
trying to find (or create) 
credible estimates and 
projections of the 
current and future cost 
and performance of 
energy technologies.  

  Is there a way we could 
better share and build 
on each other’s work? 
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MegaJoule.org 
 A wiki for sharing and comparing energy numbers 

•  An online resource for energy analysts to find, share, 
and critique estimates, especially of the current and 
future performance, cost, and GHG emissions of 
energy technologies. 

•  Anyone can search, review, download, rate, and 
comment on estimates. 

•  Each estimate includes who entered it, assumptions, 
citations to external sources, dates, and uncertainty, 
comments, and ratings of quality. 



How MegaJoule is  
not like Wikipedia 

•  Focus on numbers: Primary contributions are quantitative 
estimates of current and future quantities, with supporting 
assumptions, uncertainty, sources and comments. 

•  No anonymity: Because contributors should take responsibilities 
for their contributions. 

•  You can’t edit or delete others’ contributions: But you can 
rate, comment, and critique them – and add your own 
estimates. 

•  Difference of opinion is OK: Unlike wikipedia’s Neutral Point 
of View (NPOV), it encourages cutting-edge research and 
multiple differing estimates. Not restricted to what is 
“generally accepted”. 

•  Explicit uncertainty:  It encourages explicit statement of 
uncertainty for all estimates, as standard error, range, or P10, 
P50, P90 percentiles. 



Existing online resources for 
energy information 

•  Wikipedia 
•  Energy Information Administration (EIA): Annual Energy 

Outlook (AEO) and other energy data and forecasts. 
•  The International Energy Agency (IEA) (www.iea.org): Global 

data and forecasts. (Not free.) 
•  Open Energy Info (www.openei.org): DoE/NREL 
•  GREET: Michael Wang (ANL) estimates of automobile fuel 

efficiency and lifecycle GHG emissions. 
•  EBAMM:  The ERG Biofuel Analysis Meta-Model. Focus on 

comparing numbers for net energy and GHG emission for 
ethanol from corn. 



Structuring the information: 
Record types in knowledge representation 

•  Estimates 
  E.g. Energy Storage Cost of Li-Ion battery in 2020 is projected 

as $1250/kwh in 2030 by NAS EV Study, 2009  
•  Technologies 

  Energy Conversion Technologies 
o  E.g. Photovoltaics, Li-Ion batteries, vehicles 

  Forms of Energy:  
o  E.g. Coal, oil, gas, biomass, electricity, hydrogen 

•  Metrics 
  E.g. Cost per power ($/KW) 

       Energy storage cost of battery ($/kwh) 

•  Sources, e.g. NAS EV, 2009, NREL, 2012,  

•  Also: Units, Ratings, Comments, Contributors. 



A live demo 





Example search results for estimates of 
Photovoltaics: metric = levelized cost of energy) 



Estimate record 



Source record: NREL 2012 



Source record showing estimates: 
NREL, 2012 



Technology record: Photovoltaic 



Metric record: Levelized cost of electricity 

Unit record: 
$/KWh 



Graphing tab 



Bar chart of selected estimates 



Graph of estimates over time 



Plot of selected estimates over time 



Bar chart of capital cost per 
energy for Lithium Ion batteries 



Capital cost per energy for Li-Ion 
battery: Graph over time 



Capital cost per energy for Li-Ion 
battery: Bar chart 
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Next steps for MegaJoule.org 
•  Prototype is ready for review and testing 

  Search online for relevant estimates 
  Display graphs using the Analytica Cloud Player. 
  Download spreadsheets of selected estimates 
  Sign up as a contributor and add new estimates. 

•  We are inviting a select group of energy analysts -- 
including you? 
  To test out the prototype and provide feedback on ease of use and 

new features 
  To suggest domains for initial content focus 
  To contribute their own estimates, rating, and comments 
  To form a MegaJoule Advisory Group 

•  Once it is in reasonable shape, we will open it for 
general release. 
 


